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A new scheme for carrying out dual-level direct dynamics calculations is presented in this paper. A better
estimate of the barrier width is obtained by using the high-level imaginary frequency at the saddle point as
well as high-level values of the energies of three stationary points (i.e., reactants, products, and saddle point).
Furthermore, a more robust formula is introduced for incorporating high-level vibrational frequency corrections
on the generalized normal modes along the reaction path. Incorporating these improvements, we carry out
dual-level calculations of the reaction rate of H+ N2H2 f H2 + N2H by employing variational transition-
state theory with optimized multidimensional tunneling. Dual-level calculations at the level of zero-curvature
tunneling (ZCT) show excellent agreement with an earlier calculation involving high-level computations at
11 times as many geometries. Having validated the dual-level approach at the ZCT level, we next extend the
dual-level calculations to include small-curvature, large-curvature, and optimized multidimensional tunneling
approximations. Four choices of low-level surface are used to gauge the sensitivity to these choices.

1. Introduction

Direct dynamics calculations, that is, the calculation of rate
coefficients or other dynamical information directly from
electronic structure calculations without the intermediacy of
fitting an analytic potential energy function, provide one of the
most promising current avenues of approach in theoretical
chemical kinetics.1 In our opinion, the fast lane on this avenue
is dual-level direct dynamics.2-5 Our approach to dual-level
direct dynamics involves the simultaneous use of two levels of
electronic structure theory: a “low level” that is used at a large
number of geometries and a “high level” which is required only
at a few selected points. In most work carried out so far, these
points are selected to be the reactants, products, and saddle point
and possibly a precursor and/or successor complex.2-5 (One
attempt at developing dual-level methods with a more general
situation of low-level points has been reported as well.6) The
low level may be anab initio level,3 e.g., MP2/6-31G(d,p),7 a
generally parametrized semiempirical method,2 e.g., MNDO,8

AM1,9 or PM3,10 or a semiempirical method with specific
reaction parameters,2-5 e.g., NDDO-SRP.11-13 (Specific reac-
tion parameters may also be developed for a range of systems,
still, however, more restricted than in the general parametriza-
tions; in such cases they have also been called specific-range
parameters, again abbreviated SRP,14 or system-specific pa-
rameters, abbreviated SSP.15)
In the present paper we present two improvements in the dual-

level direct dynamics method, and we apply the improved
algorithm with AM1, MNDO, and NDDO-SRP methods to the
reaction of H withtrans-diazene (N2H2). First of all, comparing
our results to the extensive high-level calculations of Linderet
al.16 allows us to test and validate the dual-level approach at
the zero-curvature-tunneling dynamical level. Second, the dual-
level approach allows us to include more reliable tunneling
estimates than are available from the previous single-level
calculations.

The H+ N2H2 reaction is 40 kcal exothermic because the
N-H bond is very weak, and thus the reaction is important for
combustion and pyrolysis mechanisms of nitrogen-containing
substances, such as ammonia.

2. Methods

2.1. Dynamical Theory. We employ canonical variational
transition-state theory (CVT) with a transmission coefficient
calculated by the microcanonical optimized multidimensional
tunneling approximation (µOMT).
The CVT method17-19 involves calculating the generalized

transition-state (GT) free energy of the activation profile defined
by17-21

whereT is temperature,R is the gas constant,QGT(T,s) is a
partition function for a generalized transition state located a
signed distances along the minimum-energy path21,22 (MEP)
from the saddle point,K° is the reciprocal of the standard-state
concentration, andΦR(T) is the reactant partition function per
unit volume. In eq 1,QGT(T,s) contains the reaction path
symmetry factorσ. Then the variational transition state is
optimized by finding the values) s*(T) at which∆GT

GT,° is a
maximum, and the CVT rate coefficient is given by

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andh is Planck’s constant.
Tunneling effects are included by factoring in a ground-state

transmission coefficient19-21 κtun(T), i.e.,

whereX Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,April 15, 1997.

∆GT
GT,° ) RT ln(QGT(T,s)K°

ΦR(T) ) (1)

kCVT(T) )
kBT

h
K° exp{-∆GT

GT,°[T,s
*
(T)]/RT} (2)

kCVT/tun(T) ) κ
tun(T) kCVT(T) (3)
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E is total energy,PG(E) is the probability for a system with
energyE to be transmitted through the ground-state level of
the transition state,θ(x) is a unit step function atx) 0,VMEP(s)
is the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy along the MEP at
s, andεvib

G (s) is the ground-state vibrational energy, excluding
reaction-coordinate motion, ats. We consider four methods
for approximatingPG(E):

The SCT method is expected to be accurate when the curvature
of the MEP is small between the tunneling turning points, and
PLCT(E) is expected to be accurate when the curvature is large.
Both methods are expected to underestimate the tunneling
probability when used out of their regime of validity; this
motivatesPµOMT(E). In our experience, based on cases where
we have calculations by the more general least-action semiclas-
sical method or by accurate quantum mechanical scattering
theory available for comparison, the use ofPµOMT(T) appears
to be adequate for general use.28-31

In the present paper, rotations are treated by the classical rigid-
rotator approximation and vibrations are treated as quantum
mechanical harmonic oscillators, with the generalized normal
modes defined in rectilinear coordinates. With these ap-
proximations the system properties required for the various
levels of dynamical calculations are as follows:

The next subsection describes a dual-level scheme for obtaining
all of this information from electronic structure calculations.
2.2. Interface of Dynamics and Electronic Structure. In

the dual-level approach that we have developed,2 all reactant
properties and saddle point properties other than geometry are
obtained at the high level, geometries of generalized transition
states and large-curvature tunneling paths are obtained at the

low level, and properties other than geometry for generalized
transition states withs* 0 and for tunneling points in the swath
are obtained by “correcting” low-level calculations. Corrections
are also applied to moments of inertia. The corrections are all
based on interpolation of the deviations between high-level (HL)
calculations for the saddle point, reactants, and products and
low-level (LL) calculations for the same three stationary points.
(For the choices of high level and low level for the present
calculation, see section 3; this section is more general.) Methods
that can be used for these corrections are fully explained
elsewhere,2 and they can be illustrated by considering the
vibrational frequencies, as we do next. Another motivation for
reviewing the treatment of the vibrational frequencies in this
paper is that we present an improvement in the way this
particular correction is handled.
Let ωm

LL(s), m ) 1, 2, ...,F - 1 (whereF ) 3N - 6 for an
N-atom nonlinear generalized transition state) denote the low-
lying frequencies of the generalized transition state ats. The
frequencies are numbered by arranging them in decreasing order.
In the original method,2 which will be called “interpolated
correctionssadditive” (ICA) in the present paper, the dual-level
(i.e., DL or corrected) frequencies were given by

where

The meaning of eq 8 is thatf ICA(s) is interpolated from three
values (in the present case: reactants,s) -∞; saddle point,s
) 0; and product,s) +∞) of the difference of high-level and
low-level frequencies. Note that the HL frequencies, like the
LL ones, are arranged in decreasing order. For further discus-
sion we define a sign-conserving interpolant as one that has
the following property: If all of the data to be interpolated have
the same sign, the interpolant preserves that sign at all values
of s. Although it is not necessary for us to repeat all the details
of our interpolants2 in the present paper, we note that they are
all sign preserving.
Although the ICA method has generally been successful,

it has one disadvantage, namely, even when all values of
ωm
LL(s) andωm

HL(s) are real and positive fors) -∞, 0, and+∞
and even when the interpolant has the property that it is sign
preserving, the above scheme can still yieldωm

DL(s) values that
are negative, which makes no sense. (Due to the unfortunate
circumstance that many electronic structure programs print out
imaginary frequencies as negative numbers, we have noticed
much confusion between negative and imaginary frequencies,
so we emphasize here that we do mean negative, not imaginary.)
To eliminate the negative-frequency problem, we propose an

alternative method, called “interpolated corrections based on
the logarithm” (ICL). This method is defined by

where

We use the same interpolating functions in eq 10 as those
presented previously2 for eq 8. These interpolating functions
are sign preserving. Then, with the ICL scheme (but not the
ICA scheme),ωm

DL(s) must be positive. Looking to possible
future developments, the logarithm scheme is more robust than
simply using the ratio without the logarithm in eq 10 because

κ
tun(T) )

∫dE PG(E) e-E/RT

∫dE θ(E- Va
G*) e-E/RT

(4)

Va
G*(T) ) Va

G[s*(T)] (5)

Va
G(s) ) VMEP(s) + εvib

G (s) (6)

ZCT zero-curvature tunneling,19,22 in whichPG(E) is the
transmission probability forVa

G(s) ignoring
reaction-path curvature

SCT small-curvature tunneling, in whichPG(E) is approximated
by the centrifugal-dominant small-curvature semiclassical
adiabatic ground-state method23,24(CD-SCSAG),
yieldingPSCT(E)

LCT large-curvature tunneling, in whichPG(E) is approximated
by the large-curvature ground-state method,
version 312,21,23,25,26(LCG3), yieldingPLCT(E)

µOMT microcanonical optimized multidimensional tunneling,27,28

in whichPµOMT(E) ) max[PSCT(E), PLCT(E)]

CVT reactant geometry, energy, and vibrational frequencies
ωm
R and generalized-transition-state geometries,

energies, and vibrational frequenciesωm
GT(s), where

m) 1, 2, ... labels the vibrational modes (note: the
saddle point properties are included since the saddle
point is a generalized transition state withs) 0)

CVT/ZCT same requirements as CVT
CVT/SCT same requirements as CVT and CVT/ZCT
CVT/LCT same as CVT/SCT plus generalized normal mode

eigenvectors and energies at regularly spaced points
along energy-dependent large-curvature tunneling
paths through the reaction swath (the reaction swath
is a union of the small-curvature reaction valley near
the reaction path and the wider region traversed by
large-curvature tunneling paths32,33)

ωm
DL(s) ) ωm

LL(s) + f ICA(s) (7)

f ICA(s) ) interpolant{ ωm
HL(s) - ωm

LL(s)}s)-∞,0,+∞ (8)

ωm
DL(s) ) ωm

LL(x) exp[f ICL(s)] (9)

f ICL(s) ) interpolant{ln[ωmHL
(s)/ωm

LL(s)]}s)-∞,0+∞ (10)
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it guarantees positive values ofωm
DL(s) even with more general

interpolating schemes (e.g., products of polynomials and
exponential functions) that are not sign preserving.
A second improvement in the original algorithm2 concerns

the interpolated corrections forVMEP(s). Originally, we obtained
the dual-level potential curve along the MEP by

where the interpolant is again based on values of the function
interpolated at three stationary points. We have found that the
chief source of inaccuracy in the original method is its inability
to sufficiently improve the low-level barrier shape, especially
its width. The barrier height is corrected with the original
interpolated correction method, but the barrier width is typically
very similar to that on the low-level surface.
Since our algorithm assumes that a high-level Hessian is

available at the saddle point, one can in principle use the high-
level imaginary frequency at the saddle point to improve the
shape ofVMEP(s) in the vicinity of its maximum, but the
imaginary frequency information was not used for this purpose
in the original algorithm. The modification introduced here
corrects this. In particular, in this paper, global Eckart func-
tions34 are used to fit three stationary-point energies and the
saddle point imaginary frequency at the high level and to fit
energies at four points (reactants, products, saddle point, and
one extra point) on the low-level MEP. The improved dual-
level VMEP(s) value is then defined as

where

V q is the classical barrier height,µ is the scaling mass21 (set
equal to 1.0 amu in the present study), andL is a range
parameter. The range parameter forV Eck

HL is obtained by

in terms of the high-level imaginary frequency (ωq). For the
low-level surface we have more global information available
on the shape of the barrier, and we use it. Note that eqs 16-
18 force the Eckart fit to pass through the reactant, product,
and saddle point values ofVMEP(s) and to have a maximum at
s ) 0. Then,L for the V MEP

LL (s) is determined such that the
Eckart fit toVMEP(s) agrees with it not only at the three stationary
points but also at a fourth point located a finite distance away
from the saddle point. This extra point is located on the high-
energy side of the saddle point, that is, ats> 0 if the product-

side stationary point is higher in energy than the reactant-side
stationary point ands < 0 otherwise. Furthermore, we take
this point half-way down in energy from the saddle point to
the reactant-side or product-side stationary point, whichever is
higher. (It is important, in our opinion, to define fitting choices
clearly and stay the course with them; we can only validate a
method and build up experience with it if the algorithm is well-
defined and used in a consistent fashion.)
We note that corrections to the barrier shape off the MEP

(i.e., in the swath where large-curvature tunneling21,23,25-27

occurs) are obtained2 from the corrections on the MEP, so this
procedure effectively corrects the barrier shape for corner-cutting
tunneling as well as for tunneling along the MEP.
No change is made in the correction scheme for the

determinant of the moment of inertia.

3. Computational Details

The HL properties fors) -∞, 0, and+∞ were taken from
the published work of Linderet al.16 They used the complete-
active-space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) method with the
correlation-consistent polarized valence doubleú basis set35 to
optimize geometries of the stationary points and to calculate
vibrational frequencies, and they used multireference configu-
ration interaction (MRCI) at the CASSCF geometries to
calculate the energies at the stationary points. They reported
MRCI calculations for more than one one-electron basis set and
more than one configuration list; the ones used here are based
on their best calculations, denoted16 MRCI/cc-pVTZ.
The LL calculations were calculated by the MNDO8 and

AM19 methods and by two NDDO-SRP parametrizations
developed specifically for this work. The NDDO-SRP param-
eters were adjusted by trial and error to give reasonably accurate
(where “accurate” is defined by the Linderet al. HL calcula-
tions) values ofVa

G(s) 0), the saddle point geometry, and the
exoergicity and are presented in Table 1. Ideally, this step
would be carried out in a systematic, mathematically justified
manner. However, at present, adjustment of SRP parameters
is still somewhat of an art, and the justification for accepting a
particular low-level surface as “reasonable” is based on physical
considerations. In particular we believe that a low-level surface
should, if possible, be approximately correct for at least the
saddle point geometry and energy, and preferably it should also
be approximately correct for the exoergicity, the vibrational
frequencies, and the barrier width. Since the effects of errors
in these quantities propagate in a nonlinear fashion, we will
carry out full rate-coefficient calculations with more than one
choice for the low-level implicit surface as a way to gauge the
effect of the choice of low-level surface on the final results.
All dynamics calculations were carried out using a locally

modified version of the MORATE program.26,36 Geometry
optimizations were carried out by using MOPAC37 enhanced
locally by the addition of the eigenvector following (EF)
algorithm.38 The reaction path was followed using the Page-
McIver39 method with a gradient step size of 0.01a0 and a
Hessian step size of 0.01a0 for AM1 and AM1-SRP and

V MEP
DL (s) ) V MEP

LL (s) + interpolant{V MEP
HL (s) - V MEP

LL (s)}
(11)

V MEP
DL (s) ) V MEP

LL (s) + [V Eck
HL (s) - V Eck

LL (s)] (12)

VEck(s) ) AY
1+ Y

+ BY

(1+ Y)2
+ C (13)

Y) exp(s- S0
L ) (14)

A) VMEP(s) +∞) - VMEP(s) -∞) (15)

C) VMEP(s) -∞) (16)

B) (2Vq - A- 2C) ( 2[(Vq - C)(Vq - A- C)]1/2 (17)

S0 ) -L ln(A+ B
B- A) (18)

LHL ) [-
2Vq(Vq - A)

µ(ωq)2B ]1/2 (19)

TABLE 1: Semiempirical Parameters Adjusted in SRP
Modelsa

MNDO-SRP AM1-SRP

value change (%) value change (%)

Uss(N) -69.932 122 3
Upp(N) -51.872 319 9 -52.330 81 8
âp(N) -18.495 758 10
âs(H) -7.315 906 4 5 -5.708 1 8

aNotation and units are the same as in original ref 8 and 9.
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gradient and Hessian step sizes of 0.02a0 for MNDO and
MNDO-SRP. Reaction path information was saved on the
Hessian grid and was interpolated to the variational transition
state by three- and five-point Lagrangian interpolation. Quadra-
tures involved in the tunneling calculations were carried out
with 30 coordinate points for each action integral and were
Boltzmann averaged using 30 energies.
The symmetry number of the forward reaction is 2. All

vibrational modes were treated as quantized harmonic oscillators
in rectilinear coordinates.21 Overall rotation was treated as
separable and classical.
TheL parameter used forV MEP

LL (s) calculations is 0.36a0 for
AM1, 0.32a0 for AM1-SRP, 0.36a0 for MNDO, and 0.54a0
for MNDO-SRP. TheLHL value calculated from the imaginary
frequency at the high level is 0.225a0 with a barrier height of
5.91 kcal/mol and an exothermicity of-33.63 kcal/mol.

4. Results

Table 2 compares the transition-state and reaction properties
obtained by two standard NDDO (neglect of diatomic dif-
ferential overlap) semiempirical methods, MNDO and AM1,
to two sets of high-level results, the Gaussian-2 (G2) calculations
of Pople and Curtiss,40 which are available only for reactants
and products, and the MRCI calculations of Linderet al.,16

which are based on geometries and Hessians optimized at the
CASSCF level. (Zero-point energies were also evaluated16 at
the CASSCF level.)
All methods in Table 2 agree that the reaction is very

exothermic with an early transition state. The zero-point-
corrected barrier heights show deviations of 1.5-8.6 kcal from
the MRCI values, the bond distances of the making bond show
deviations of 0.14-0.23 Å, and the N-N-H bond angles show
deviations of 6-7 degrees. Next we adjusted some of the
NDDO parameters to improve the agreement with the MRCI
values for these quantities and for the frequencies. Following
our usual practice, we arbitrarily restricted all parameter changes
to 10% or less because we believe that keeping the parameters
within this range of the widely validated general parametrization
makes it less likely that the implicit low-level surface will have
qualitatively incorrect features. The adjusted parameters are
shown in Table 1, and the modified predictions are shown in
the last two columns of Table 2. These modified methods are
labeled SRP (specific reaction parameters) to denote that the
parameters are adjusted to make the predictions more reliable

for a specific reaction. In adjusting the parameters we especially
focused on the zero-point-corrected barriers, which now show
deviations of less than 0.1 kcal. Simultaneously the N-N-H
bond angles are considerably improved, but the bond distance
of the making bond proved difficult to adjust.
Table 3 shows the harmonic vibrational frequencies at the

saddle point. This table shows that we were able to reduce the
mean value of the absolute deviation of the MNDO and AM1
frequencies from the CASSCF ones by factors of 2.3 and 2.0,
respectively.
As an example, Figures 1 and 2 show theVMEP(s) curves of

the dual-level calculations based on AM1. The short-dashed
curves represent the low-level values from AM1, and the long-
dashed curves correspond to the high-level results from Linder
et al. (Ideally we would have plottedVMEP(s) from their

TABLE 2: Bond Energies, Saddle Point Properties, and Energy of Reaction for H(1)+ H(2)-N-N-H(3) f H(1)-H(2) +
N-N-H(3)

quantity explanation G2 MRCI//CASSCF MNDO AM1 MNDO-SRP AM1-SRP

Bond Energies
H-H De 110.3 103.4 109.4 113.8 94.0
H-N De 73.8 65.1 61.9 70.3 62.5

Overall Reaction Energetics
∆E a -36.5 -33.6 -38.4 -47.5 -43.5 -31.6
∆H0° b -40.3 -37.4 -41.9 -50.4 -46.6 -35.3

Transition-State Properties
Vq c 5.9 15.0 4.3 6.7 6.2
∆Va

qG d 4.3 12.9 2.8 4.3 4.3
H(1)-H(2) e 1.20 0.97 1.06 1.00 0.96
H(2)-N e 1.16 1.18 1.10 1.19 1.22
N-N e 1.25 1.21 1.21 1.28 1.23
N-H(3) e 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.06 1.07
H(1)-H(2)-N f 173.5 179.6 178.7 179.4 179.7
H(2)-N-N f 106 112 112 105 105
N-N-H(3) f 106 113 113 103 104

a Energy of reaction, excluding zero-point energy, kilocalories.b Energy of reaction including zero-point energy, kilocalories.cClassical barrier
height, kilocalories.d Zero-point-corrected barrier height, kilocalories.eBond distance, Angstroms.f Bond angle, degrees.

TABLE 3: Saddle Point Harmonic Frequencies

mode CASSCF MNDO AM1 MNDO-SRP AM1-SRP

1 3064 3381 3282 3133 2937
2 1607 2136 2175 1553 2042
3 1506 1562 1732 1463 1470
4 1328 1444 1502 1339 1399
5 1261 1191 1201 1179 1106
6 1214 1113 1172 988 1041
7 537 552 454 499 508
8 373 423 355 397 413
s 2391i 3192i 1446i 2039i 2291i
MAD a 0 228 259 100 130

aMean absolute deviation from CASSCF values.

Figure 1. VMEP(s) at low level, high level, and dual level based on
original dual-level scheme with AM1 as low-level surface.
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MRCI55/cc-pVTZ calculation, which is their best calculation
and is the one we used in eqs 11-19. However, that is not
available as a function of reaction coordinate, so we plotted
their MRCI33/m-pVTZ curve. However, the shape ofVMEP(s)
in their calculations is very similar16 for all m-cc-pVTZ and
cc-pVTZ levels.) The solid curve in Figure 1 is the dual-level
result from the original scheme of eq 11, and the solid curve in
Figure 2 is based on interpolated corrections with the new Eckart
correction scheme of eqs 12-19. Clearly the high-level
calculations of Linderet al. predict a narrower barrier than the
AM1 calculations do. The original correction scheme in Figure
1 improves the barrier height, but still predicts too wide a barrier.
The new correction scheme in Figure 2 improves the shape of
the barrier quite dramatically. Note that the high-level results
in Figures 1 and 2 are based on high-level points all along the
reaction path, whereas the dual-level ones are based on low-
level calculations along the reaction path with corrections based
on high-level data from only three stationary points.
Table 4 gives calculated CVT/ZCT rate coefficients calculated

in several different ways:

Corrections to the LL moments of inertia are evaluated at the
three stationary points and interpolated by methods explained
previously.2 Corrections to LL vibrational frequencies are also
evaluated at three points and are interpolated by the ICL method
explained in section 2. The Eckart fit method was used to
interpolate corrections toVMEP(s).
Table 4 shows that the results obtained using SRP low levels

or interpolated corrections or both are uniformly accurate within
20-40% on average, although deviations from the full HL
calculation may be higher at the lower end of the temperature
range. (Results at the lowest temperatures are the most sensitive
to the calculation of tunneling effects, and this part of the
calculation is very sensitive to the estimation of barrier width,
which can depend strongly on the choice of low level.) Results

obtained with a generally parametrized semiempirical method
without SRP or IC are much less reliable than those obtained
with SRP or IC, as illustrated by the single-level MNDO results.
For the present reaction the AM1 results are fortuitously
reasonable, but in general one would not expect the general
parametrizations to perform as well as SRP ones.
To quantify the validation suite, average absolute error criteria

were calculated. First we computed the mean unsigned percent-
age deviation, abbreviated MUPD, for each calculationX (e.g.,
X ≡MNDO-IC, where IC denotes that interpolated corrections
are employed, i.e., that the dual-level approach is used). This
is defined by

whereTi is one of eight temperatures (300, 400, 600, 1000,
1500, 2000, 2400, and 3000 K) where we can compare to full
HL calculation by Linderet al. We also computed the mean
of the unsigned difference in logarithm, abbreviated MUDL,
for each X, which is defined by

whereTi is one of the same eight temperatures. These average
errors are given in the last two rows of Table 4. The low-level
methods without correction give mean unsigned deviations in
log10 k(T) of 0.10-1.94, and employing interpolated corrections
reduces these values to the range 0.03-0.08. Of course the
improvement is most dramatic when the low-level result is
inaccurate, but it is encouraging that when the low-level results
are better, the IC method still yields further improvement.
The IVTST-0 results are also encouragingly accurate. How-

ever, this method is less promising for general applications to
systems where tunneling is important since one cannot (at least
without fundamental changes in the character of the method)
extend it to include SCT, LCT, orµOMT tunneling, whereas
the dual-level methods can be and in fact have been so extended.
Table 5 provides another view of the results by concentrating

on the transmission coefficient rather than the whole rate
coefficient. Again we see improvement due to the corrections.
For example, without corrections, the transmission coefficients
at 300 K as computed from the various low-level potential

Figure 2. VMEP(s) at low level, high level, and dual level based on
improved scheme of dual-level calculations incorporating Eckart barrier
fits with AM1 as low-level surface.

HL high-level, which are the single-level direct dynamics
calculations of Linderet al. based on CASSCF
geometries gradients, and Hessians and MRCI
energies at 33 points along the reaction path,
including reactants, saddle point, and products

LL low-level, which are single-level direct dynamics
calculations at four different levels, MNDO, AM1,
MNDO-SRP, and AM1-SRP

HL///LL dual-level direct dynamics calculations, which are
based on HL calculations at reactants, saddle point,
and products only plus a full LL calculation

IVTST-0 interpolated variational transition state theory41 based
on HL calculations only at reactants, saddle points,
and product

TABLE 4: CVT/ZCT Rate Coefficients (cm3 molecule-1 s-1)

LL above HL///LLb

T (K)
power
of 10a HL MNDO AM1

MNDO-
SRP

AM1-
SRP

IVTST-
0

300 -13 6.8 0.00006 9.5 0.9 2.2
6.5 8.8 12 5.0 5.0

600 -12 3.5 0.005 5.3 1.7 2.3
3.9 3.5 4.1 3.2 3.2

1500 -11 3.4 0.2 4.5 3.3 3.7
3.7 3.5 3.5 3.8 4.3

3000 -10 2.0 0.4 1.8 2.0 2.1
1.8 1.7 1.7 1.8 2.4

MUPDc 0 93 30 30 24
8 9 24 21 21

MUDL d 0 1.94 0.10 0.22 0.13
0.03 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.08

a Power of 10; for all rate coefficients at this temperature, power of
10 is the same.bUpper entry, LL; lower entry, HL///LLL, where LL
is MNDO, AM1, MNDO-SRP, or AM1-SRP.cMean unsigned percent-
age deviation (average over eight temperatures).dMean unsigned
deviation of logarithm (average over eight temperatures).

MUPD)
100

8
∑
i)1

8 |kXCVT/ZCT(Ti) - kHL
CVT/ZCT(Ti)|

kHL
CVT/ZCT(Ti)

(20)

MUPD)
1

8
∑
i)1

8

|log10 kXCVT/ZCT(Ti) - log10 kHL
CVT/ZCT(Ti)| (21)
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surfaces range from as low as 3 to as high as 475. The
corrections considerably narrow the range of predictions to 22-
47, as compared to the full high level value of 23 at 300 K.
The narrowing and improvement of the range of prediction is
still quite dramatic at 600 K.
Having established that the improved IC algorithm provides

reasonably good agreement with full calculations at the CVT/
ZCT level, we can then use these methods to calculate more
accurate transmission coefficients that include reaction-path-
curvature effects in the tunneling calculation. In particular we
calculated the rate coefficients using the CVT/SCT, CVT/LCT,
and CVT/µOMT levels of dynamical theory. The results are
given in Table 6. We chose the AM1 method for this
comparison because, of the four low levels tested, it gives the
best saddle point geometry, and that is probably the single most
desirable quality in a low-level method for the IC algorithm.
Table 6 shows that small-curvature tunneling dominates large-
curvature tunneling at essentially all energies and temperatures.
Furthermore small-curvature tunneling is predicted to increase
the rate coefficient (compared to zero-curvature tunneling) by
factors of 4.3, 3.3, and 2.2 at 300, 400, and 600 K.
There is no experiment available for comparison, and the last

column of Table 6, being the most complete calculation carried
out to date, may be considered the most reliable available
prediction. Of course there is still considerable room for
improvement. Four areas for future work may be singled out
in particular. First, none of the low-level surfaces is totally
satisfactory from the point of view of saddle point geometry,
and a better low-level surface would be very desirable. Second,
one would expect smaller rates if the generalized normal modes
were calculated in curvilinear coordinates.42,43 Third, the effect
of anharmonicity20,44-47 should be examined. Fourth, it would
be desirable to develop systematic extensions of the IC method
allowing the convenient use of high-level data at additional
points significantly removed from the saddle point. We hope
to have the tools for at least some of these kinds of improve-
ments in the near future.

5. Summary

We have presented a new interpolated correction method for
dual-level direct dynamics calculations of rate coefficients by
variational transition-state theory with multidimensional semi-
classical tunneling contributions. The low-level potential energy
along the minimum-energy path is corrected by adding the
difference of two Eckart fits, where the high-level Eckart fit
builds in information about the barrier width by using the high-
level imaginary frequency at the saddle point. The frequencies
along the reaction path are corrected by interpolating the
logarithm of the ratio of the high-level and low-level values.
The method is validated by comparing to the full high-level
calculations of Linderet al. at the level of canonical variational
theory with zero-curvature tunneling (CVT/ZCT). A critical
point to emphasize is that we essentially reproduced the rate
coefficients that they calculated based on a CASSCF reaction
path and high-level energies at 33 points by using only the
information in their published paper at three stationary points.
Then the method is employed to estimate the effect of reaction-
path curvature on the tunneling. Curvature effects are predicted
to increase the reaction rate by a factor of 4 at 300 K.
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